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0 of 0 review helpful Did Cussler really write this or his co author By pema drolma I am a big fan of Clive Cussler 
Yes there is a formula to most but that is ok But this one does not appear to have been truly written by Cussler The 
story line is very jumpy back and forth between various groups of people it helped that they had a listing of characters 
at the beginning of the book Where Cussler s descriptions of peo Juan Cabrillo and his CIA backed Oregon nbsp crew 
must beat opposing factions to a meteorite that could end the conflict between America and the Middle East in this 
novel in the 1 New York Times bestselling series Two embattled groups seek a 50 000 year old meteorite first nbsp 
discovered and then hidden by Eric the Red and his Vikings Known as the Sacred Stone it has powerful radioative 
properties Muslim extremists have stolen a From Publishers Weekly Eric the Red s A D 1000 discovery of a 
radioactive meteorite has present day life or death ramifications in Cussler and Dirgo s second novel after Golden 
Buddha featuring the Oregon a state of the art warship disguised as 
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